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Nitecore P20iX Flashlight
Nitecore P20iX is a rugged tactical flashlight that shines up to 4000lm and offers several modes to choose from. You can also adjust its
brightness and use the Strobe Ready feature. You'll also find several practical accessories included. The long-lasting battery provides a
runtime of up to 350 hours, and the robust design and IP68 water resistance allow you to use the flashlight in almost any situation. ATR
technology makes the device automatically adjust its operation depending on the environmental conditions.
 
 
Impressively powerful
The flashlight is equipped with 4 LEDs CREE XP-L2 V6, which makes its brightness reaches 4000lm, and the range is up to 221m. The
device  is  ideal  for  tactical  operations,  search  and  patrols.  It  is  also  suitable  for  self-defense.  It  provides  direct  access  to  the  highest
brightness level  (Turbo)  or  the Strobe function,  which provides bright  light  flashing at  a  random frequency.  This  allows you to quickly
blind and disorient a possible attacker.
 
 
2 available modes
The  P20iX  can  operate  in  2  modes,  which  are  perfect  for  different  applications.  The  Daily  mode  allows  for  6  levels  of  brightness
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adjustment and offers a Strobe function. It's great for everyday use. Tactical mode can be successfully used during tactical operations
and  self-defense.  You  can  choose  from  4  brightness  levels  and  the  Strobe  function  is  also  available.  In  addition,  in  Daily  mode,  the
flashlight  remembers  the  last  used  settings.  When  you  run  it,  it  will  automatically  adjust  the  brightness  level  or  turn  on  the  Strobe
function.
 
 
Long runtime - convenient charging
The included 21700 i Series battery provides a long runtime of up to 350 hours at the Ultralow brightness level. This means that a fully
charged P20iX can last you up to 14 days! The flashlight also has a built-in USB-C port for convenient charging. A special cover prevents
dust, water, and debris from entering it. The device also has a small indicator light that indicates battery voltage.
 
 
Solid and durable
The flashlight  is  made from a  durable  aluminum alloy,  and a  hard  anodizing  process  (military  grade HA III)  was  used to  finish  it.  It  is
characterized by incredible durability. It is IP68 wood resistant and can be submerged to a depth of up to 2m. It also stands out for its
ability to withstand drops from a height of up to 2m. It also gets reverse polarity protection. Moreover, the advanced DC circuit makes
the device serve you well for a long time, and it is completely safe to use it.
 
 
User-friendly
The  device  is  light  and  handy  -  it  weighs  just  116g  and  feels  great  in  the  hand.  It  is  equipped  with  a  strike  bezel  made  of  durable
materials with high hardness, which is ideal for self-defense, among other things. You can also use it to break glass, for example. Thanks
to the smooth surface you do not have to worry about accidentally scratching your backpack or clothes. Moreover, buttons located in an
easily accessible place allow you to operate the flashlight conveniently.
 
 
Useful accessories
In the kit  you will  find several  practical  accessories that will  make using the flashlight even more convenient.  These include a tactical
holster, a lanyard, an extra magazine for CR123 batteries, a spare O-ring seal and a clip that allows you to attach the device to a pocket
or belt. The product is also compatible with other accessories that are available for purchase separately - such as various mounts and
brackets, a remote switch, a signal light, a fast charging system and a diffuser.
 
 
In the box
P20iX flashlight
21700i Nitecore NL2150HPi battery (5000mAh)
Compartment for CR123 batteries
Tactical NTH20 holster
USB-C charging cable
Lanyard
Clip
Spare O-ring
 
Specification
 
Brand
Nitecore
Model
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P20iX
Brightness
Up to 4000lm
Range
Up to 221m
Working time
Up to 350h
LED
4x CREE XP-L2 V6
Power supply
1x 21700i battery (included) / 2x CR123 (sold separately)
Beam color
White light
Dimensions
141.5x31.8x28.5mm
Weight
116g
Waterproof
IP68
Impact resistance
Up to 2m
 
 

Preço:

€ 138.01

Atividades e lazer, Flashlight, Other
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